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Abstract. Threshold cryptosystems allow n members of a group to
share a private key such that any k of them can use the key without

revealing its value. These systems can be divided into two categories,
systems which use a trusted center to generate the shares and systems
which create the shares in a distributed manner. This paper describes a
number of security weaknesses which arise in systems which do not use
a trusted center. We show that the n.-out,-of-n threshold undeniable signature scheme [8] has an actual security of only 2-out-of-n. The discrete
log based threshold signature schemes [7, 11, 121 have a weakness in the
key generation protocol. Finally, the generalized threshold cryptosystem
[9] is not secure for some access structures.
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1

Introduction

The concepts of group oriented cryptography and threshold cryptosystems were
developed by Frankel and Desmedt [a, 4, 61. In a threshold cryptosystem, the
private key is not held by a individual. Instead, the key is shared among a group
such that a certain minimum number of them can work together to use the
key without compromising its value. Any subset of the group with fewer than
the threshold number of members will have no information about the key. This
distribution of the key provides protection against dishonest group members and
accidental disclosure of the key.
Threshold cryptosystems can be divided into two categories - systems which
use a trusted center to generate the shares and systems which create the shares
in a distributed manner. Systems which create shares in a distributed manner
avoid the single point of vulnerability at key generation. However, the distributed
generation is more complicated and can introduce weaknesses which do not occur
in simpler protocols that assume a trusted center.
This paper describes a number of weaknesses in proposed schemes which
do not use trusted key generation. Section 2 describes the threshold generation
of undeniable signatures [8] and shows how two signers can sign an arbitrary
message. Section 3 discusses the share generation phase of threshold digital signatures, showing why a commitment phase is necessary for security. Section 4
examines the generalized threshold cryptosystem of [9]. This system is not secure
for certain access structures.
N. Koblitz (Ed.): Advances in Cryptology - CRYPT0 '96, LNCS 1109, pp. 74-82, 1996.
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All of the systems described in this paper are based on the discrete logarithm
problem. Each system has a large prime modulus p and an element, a , which is
primitive mod p . These two parameters are public.

2

Undeniable Signatures

The concept of undeniable signatures was first proposed by D. Chaum and H.
van Antwerpen [1] in 1989. An undeniable signature, like a digital signature, is
a number computed from a message and a secret key known only to the signer.
Unlike a digital signature, an undeniable signature can only be verified with the
cooperation of the signer.
Ham and Yang [8] showed how to generate undeniable signatures using a
threshold of 1-out-of-n or n-out-of-n shareholders. This section shows how two
signers can forge a signature in the n-out-of-n scheme.

2.1

Chaum’s Undeniable Signature Scheme

Harn and Yang’s scheme is based on Chaum and van Antwerpen’s first undeniable signature scheme based on discrete logarithms. User A chooses a private key
t~ such that the gcd(zA, p - 1) = 1 and calculates a public key YA = ax* mod p .
To sign a message m ,A computes z = mxA mod p .
A verifier and the signer can use a challenge-rcsponse protocol to validate a
signature. Chaum also provides a disavowal protocol that allows the signer t o
prove that a forged commitment is not valid. The details of these protocols are
beyond the scope of this paper.

2.2

Group Public Key Generation Phase

The first phase of Harn and Yang’s protocol is the generation of the group public
key. Shareholder i generates a private key ti such that zb’ mod p - 1 exists. The
group public key y is calculated by all members as
Y

= @ x l x a . . . x ”mod p .

In ordcr to calculate the group public key, the members must be connected
in a ring. Member i calculates a x %and sends the result t o member i 1. At
the same time, member i receives
from member i - 1. Member i raises
Lhis value to the xi, calculating CY”’-~”‘ and again sends the result to member
i+ 1. The process continues, calculating ( ~ “ ~ - 2 ~ ~in- 1the
~ * third step, and so on.
After n steps, every member should have a copy of the public key. Each member
should verify that his copy of the public key matches that released by all other
members.

+
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2.3

Signature Creation

Calculating a signature for message m requires each member of the group t o
sign the message sequentially. The first signer signs the message with his private
key tl, calculating
z1 = n i x ' mod y .
The first, signer then sends

21

to his successor, who calculates

22

=q

2

= m z l z L mod p

The process continues until all members have signed. This creates the undeniable
signature
i' = 2. = , n s l x 2 . . . s n mod p .
The disadvantage o f the above procedure is that only the first signer knows
the message. The other members are creating blind signatures; they have no
way of verifying what is being signcd. As Harn and Yang observe, in a threshold
scheme the assumption is that the mernhers do not trust each other, limiting the
possible applications of this method.
Harn and Yang therefore rccoiiimciiclcd tha.t a signature be generated using
the same method used to generate the public key. The members are connected in
a ring and the message m is used instead of the public clement cr. The members
are required tlo release the signatures simultaneously. The group can then verify
that all of the signatures match before releasing the signature.

2.4

Forging Signatures

The first problem wit,h Harn and Yang's protocol is that it does not prevent a
group member from getting an unauthorized message signed. Suppose a signer
start,s the protocol with an alternate message p . The signature of p is created and
released at the same time as the signature of the valid message. Althought the
invalid signature isn't officially released by the group, the cheating signer could
secretly copy and use it. 'The other shareholders will know that the signatures
did not all match, but they will not know if this was the result of cheating
or an error. Group members can check which signer originated each version of
the message, but a cheating signer can randornizc other intermediate results,
creating many different outputs.
This attack can be avoided by having the shareholders release a one-way
function of the signatures to compare, and only releasing the actual signature if
all values are equal. However, this procedure only increases the overall security
slightly, because the scheme is still vulnerable to colluding signers.
The major weakness of the threshold undeniable signature scheme is that
any two adjacent signers can undctectably sign an arbitrary message whenever
the signing protocol is executed. Suppose signers i and i 1 are colluding and all
other signers are acting honestly. In the first step o f t h e signing protocol, signer
i 1 calculates p Z c + ' ,where p is Ihe alternate message the two want sigried.
Signer i calculates m"' like any legitimate signer.

+

+
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After n steps, signer i will receive the signature started by signer i 1. This
result is a valid signature of the message 1 1 . Signer i + 1 receives the signature
started by signer i 2. This value is the signature of m. Signer i 1 sends a
copy of this signature secretly to signer i. The two cheaters can now each release
valid signatures of rn. The other signers have no way of knowing that another
signature has been generated.

+

3

+

Threshold Signatures

A threshold signat,urc scheme allows k-out-of-n members of a group to create
a valid signature. A number of these schemes havc been proposed based on
discrete log (modified ElGamal) signatures [7, 12, la]. One of the benefits of
these schemes is that they can be iniplemcnted without a single trusted center
t o generate the shares. These three papers all use similar protocols t o accomplish
this share generation.
This section explains the share generation protocol and describes how a shareholder can manipulate this prot,ocol t o control the group's public key. The basic
attack is illustrated on an n-out-of-n scheme in section 3.1. Section 3.2 generalizes the attack to k-out-of-Ti schemes, and section 3.3 extends the attack t o the
scheme of Li, Hwang, and Lee [ll].Section 3.4 then explains how these attacks
can be prevented. Since the attacks are only concerncd with the key generation
phase, the details of the signature generation for each of t8heseschemes will not
be described.

3.1

n-out-of-n Share Generation

To generate shares of the private key, each member of the group generates a
value
and computes a corresponding public key,
yz = ax'mod y .

The group public key is then calculatcd by all rnembers
n

In this protocol, a weakness arises if the public keys are not all revealed
simultaneously Suppose that member it is the last rrierriber of the group t o
reveal her public key. Instead of broadcasting
y,

= ax:"
mod p,

she reveals the quantity
n- 1
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The computed value of the public key will then be

Member n now knows the group public key, but does not know the value
of her own share. Whenever the group signs a message, she must calculate her
partial signature by calculating the aclual signature for the group and then
subtracting all of the other partial signatures.

3.2

k-out-of-nShare Generation

To generate shares for a k-out-of-n scheme, each member generates
and calculates yi = ptl modp, where q is a prime dividing p and ,B is an element of
order q. The group public key is determined by the product of the yi as before.
Each member i will then create a k-out-of-n secret sharing scheme for the
value 2; by generating a kth order polynomial fd(z) with fi(0) = mod q. The
share for member j is fi(zj). Member i distributes the shares and makes public
the value yi,j = / ? ~ C ( ' J , for each of the members. Each merriber cam check that
the shares received from other members arc valid by checking that yi,j does
correspond to the share fi(zj) and that for any group of k values for j , the
public values yi,j c a n be combined to calculate yi.
This system can be attacked if n - k I of the members of the group collude.
Note that this attack is interesting only if n - k+ 1 < k; otherwise, the colluding
members could recover the private key directly. In the first stage of'the attack,
member n manipulates her public key as described in the previous section. She
now knows the group's private key.
In order to prevent the honest group members from realizing that cheating is
occurring, member n must distribute shares of the private key corresponding to
yn. She generates k - 1 random quant,ities from G F ( q ) .These are the shares for
the honest members. She distributes them and computes the corresponding y i j .
She now needs to compute t,he remaining yi,j.She can calculate these from her
public key. (She cannot know the value of the remaining f,(j) without solving
the discrete logarithm problem. However, she docs not need to know these values
because they are the shares for her conspirators.)
Assume that members one t o C- 1 were honest and were given random fn(j).
Member n knows that

+

k
j=1

where the c, are interpolation constants. Shc can solve this equation for
She then uses the same technique to firid the remaining public keys.

Yn,k.

~

The scheme in [l o] is technically not vulnerable to this attack because k must be
larger that n - k + 1. However, since security through inefficiency is not a good
practice, the commitment phase of section 3.4 should be used with the scheme in
[101.
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3.3

Non-anonymous Members

Li, Hwang, and Lee [ll]proposed a scheme in which they claim that even if more
than k members collude, they cannot recover the private key. Their scheme ties
the signature t o the identity of the signers. If k member collude, they can sign
documents, but they cannot impersonate another set of members. Li, Hwang,
and Lee propose two methods, one using a trusted center and one not requiring
a trusted center. The scheme without a trusted center uses a key generation
method similar t o that described above, but slightly more complex. It is still
vulnerable to the same basic attack.
In this scheme, the group generates a public key y as described in the previous
sections. Each member of the group then generates shares for the other members
of the group. Member i generates a value uij €or member j such that uij is a
share of xi plus a random integer gdj. Member i also calculates the public values
mod p and zdj = C Y mod
~ ~ p~.
y"dj As in the previous section, a cheating group member can manipulate y so that
she knows the group private key. She can then generate k - 1 shares for honest
members by picking the uaj and gaj randomly. However, unlike the previous
section, the cheating member can create more than k - 1 honest shares. She
simply generates a random z l i j and solves for the value of zaj. Note that she does
not know the value of gi, for these additional shares. For dishonest members,
she can pick a random gdl and solve for the value of y i j .
Once the shares are generated, any group of k honest members can create
a signature. The cheating members can create a signature which looks as if it
was signed by the k - 1 honest members which received the first set of random
shares. Since a signature must have k signers to appear valid, the dishonest group
must include one of its members in the signature as well. Note that if more that
k - 1 honest, shares are created, the dishonest signers cannot sign a message that
appears t o come from any of these extra shares.
'J

3.4

Preventing The Attack

The attacks in this section are all easily avoided by having the group members
generate a commitment to their public key before any of the values are revealed.
This approach is the same as that used by F'edersen [13] t o create a threshold
cryptosystem without a trusted party. An alternate method of preventing the
attack would require every shareholder to sign their own name using their private
key and make the signature public along with the public key value.

4

Generalized Threshold Cryptosystem

Laih and Harn [Y] proposed methods of creating a generalized threshold cryptosystem which could implement any secret sharing policy. This section describes
their second scheme, which is based on the ElGamal encryption scheme. This
method does not require the assistance of a trusted party to crcate the sharcs.
This section shows that the scheme is not secure for some access structures.
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Generalized Threshold Scheme

4.1

This scheme assumes that, the access structure can be represented as

where each fi is an access instance. The group public key is generated in thc same
manner as the previous section. Each member generates an z i and broadcasts
yi = Q"' mod p . The group's key is the product of the public keys. Note that
this ma.y be vulnerable to the attack of the prcvious section.
Any user iwho does not belviig lo the access instances f j needs to publish
a public key Ti,j that satisfies
zi

=

Ki,h

+ T,j mod p - 1,

(1)

h,E f 1
K i , h = yz' = e X 3 " h mod p .
Encryption: Any outside sender uses ElGamal encryption with the group
public key y to encrypt message m. The ciphertext is computed as

where

c
1=
('2

(Jlr

mod p,

= my' mod p ,

where r is a random number betwccn 1 and p - 1. The value (GI,Cz) is sent t o
all members of the group.
Decryption: Assume that the members of the access instance f3 will be
decrypting (Cl,C2).Each member i in f3 needs to calculate the partial result

where

I<t,h

is defincd 'as abovc.

The partial results are then sent to one designated individual. The ciphertext
is then decrypted by calculating
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4.2

Access Structures

The weakness of this scheme arises from the linear equations (1). 'The total
number of these equations will be determined by the access structure. However,
the total number of variables, xt and l<%,h,is determined by the total number of
people in the group, independent of the access structure. Therefore, some access
structures will allow unauthorized siibsets of members t o recover the private key.
Example: Suppose a group consisting of four members A, B , C, D has the
access structure F = A R AC A D BC. Member A knows the value of X A ,
K A ~I ,< A ~arid
,
I < A ~ The
.
seven public K , l values which were generated by
group members B , C , and D give A enough information to find the private key.

+

5

+

+

Conclusion

This paper describes weaknesses in a number of threshold cryptosystems. These
weaknesses are thc result of trying to construct these systems without a trusted
key generation center. This result does not, imply t,hat it is impossible t o create
secure schemes wit#hout a triist8ed party generating t,he shares. However, such
schemes are more complicated thati those t,hat do allow a single trusted center
and are therefore more vulnerable to manipulation.
The seriousness of these weaknesses vary. T h e signature schemes [7, 11, 121
can quite easily be made resistant to the attack described here by adding a
commitment phase t o the share generation protocol. The undeniable signature
scheme [8] only has a security level of 2-oubof-n and should be used accordingly.
The generalized threshold cryptosystem [9] has potential weaknesses both in
its share generation and in the possibility that the public key may allow the
calculation of the private key for certain access structures.
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